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       When we look out into space, we are looking into our own origins,
because we are truly children of the stars. 
~Brian Cox

We are the cosmos made conscious and life is the means by which the
universe understands itself. 
~Brian Cox

You dig deeper and it gets more and more complicated, and you get
confused, and it's tricky and it's hard, but... It is beautiful. 
~Brian Cox

Science is different to all other systems of thought because you dont
need faith in it, you can check that it works. 
~Brian Cox

Science is about exploring, and the only way to uncover the secrets of
the universe is to go and look. 
~Brian Cox

Every carbon atom in every living thing on the planet was produced in
the heart of a dying star. 
~Brian Cox

In science, there are no universal truths, just views of the world that
have yet to be shown to be false. 
~Brian Cox

An explorer of the universe is sexier than a musician. 
~Brian Cox

Skepticism must go hand in hand with rationality. When theories are
shown to be false, the correct thing to do is to move on. 
~Brian Cox
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Deeper understanding confers that most precious thing - wonder. 
~Brian Cox

When you fall into a black hole you will be literally spaghettified. 
~Brian Cox

We explore because we are curious, not because we wish to develop
grand views of reality or better widgets. 
~Brian Cox

Climate change: Don't undermine the science just because you don't
like the economics 
~Brian Cox

As we get older, things seem less important. 
~Brian Cox

No one gets teased for being a geek anymore- science is the new rock
n roll 
~Brian Cox

If people don't have an understanding of what science is and what
scientists do, then they can tend to think that global warming, for
example, is just a matter of opinion. 
~Brian Cox

What scientists are attached to is journeys into the unknown and
discovering things that are completely unexpected and baffling and
surprising. 
~Brian Cox

It would be wonderful if ideas could be the new rock 'n roll 
~Brian Cox
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We have written the evidence of our existence onto the surface of our
planet. Our civilisation has become a beacon, that identifies our planet
as home to life. 
~Brian Cox

For the first time, we saw our world, not as a solid, immovable, kind of
indestructible place, but as a very small, fragile-looking world just
hanging against the blackness of space. 
~Brian Cox

At every stage of understanding the universe better, the benefits to
civilisation have been immeasurable. None of those big leaps were
made with us knowing what was going to happen. 
~Brian Cox

Science is too important not to be a part of popular culture. 
~Brian Cox

[The 1975 Chase Econometrics] showed that for every one dollar spent
on Apollo, 14 came back into the U.S. economy. 
~Brian Cox

There is so much left of it to explore. 
~Brian Cox

In a sense I feel very much a part of the cinema now in a way where
when I come back to the theater now I feel like a visitor. The cinema is
really what I enjoy. I want to do more independent movies. 
~Brian Cox
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